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FORWARD
For those interested in aviation, featured in this book is RAAF F‐111 A8‐272 ‐ aka the
Bone Yard Wrangler and A8‐277 nick named Double Trouble. They both served with
the 380th Bomb Wing SAC Plattsburg AFB before being sent to an Arizona boneyard.
In 1994 they were rescued by the RAAF and soldiered on until 2010 mostly out of
Amberely in Queensland. Once again they were retired and supposedly cut up for
scrap or [put on static display (So everyone thought). What actually happened is a
different story. Several airframes did become gate post decorations and many were
scrapped, but not all of them. Wrangler, Double Trouble and a handful of other
airframes went somewhere else – along with a bunch of others from the Arizonas
desert.

F‐111G, A8‐272 the ‘Boneyard Wrangler’, as far the public are aware, is on display at
the RAAF Museum at Point Cook near Melbourne. A convenient fiction
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The Seeds of Armageddon
“You know, when Obama leaned over and said to Dmitry
things would be easier after the election, I knew right then America
was fucked.” President Putin.

Conflict and subjugation are attracted by weakness, not strength

F‐111G, A8‐272 the ‘Boneyard Wrangler’ doing her thing
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Antarctica, Станция Востока
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160 miles

The satellite image above shows the depression in the ice surface above the lake.

Antarctica is home to more than 70 lakes that exist thousands of feet
under the surface of the continental ice sheet, including one under the
South Pole itself. Lake Vostok, beneath Russia's Vostok Station, is one of
the largest of these sub glacial lakes hidden beneath 12,000 feet of ice.

150 miles long
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The Lake, a body of water the size of Lake Ontario, is over 155 miles long,
31 miles wide, and contains around 1250 cubic miles of water, a good
match for Lake Superior.
There are more than 145 other lakes trapped under the ice. Vostok's two
largest neighbours are referred to as 900E (named after the longitude)
and the other Sovetskaya, named after the Russian research station
coincidentally built above it. Like Lake Vostok, their icy waters have been
sealed off from the surface for over 35 million years. The 900E Lake has a
surface area of 2,000km2, which is about the size of Rhode Island, and is
second only to Lake Vostok's 14,000km2 surface area. Sovetskaya Lake
was calculated to be about 1,600 km2. Both are sealed beneath more than
two miles of ice. The lake depths, estimated to be at least 900 meters,
were calculated from gravity data taken during aerial surveys in 2000 and
2001.
The Russian news agency Ria Novosti has now reported the first
drilling into the lake with the first analysis of ice pulled from the largest
body of water buried beneath Antarctica yielded nothing but pristine
water, untouched in tens of millions of years.
Sergey Bulat of Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute in Russia
presented preliminary results from a study of ice pulled from the 6,000‐
square‐mile subglacial lake in February. He and his colleagues told the
12th European Workshop on Astrobiology that they found fewer than 10
microbes per milliliter, according to a report at Nature.
That’s equivalent to the background in their clean room, Nature
said. What they did not know, and would not find out until too late, was
what lay beneath the lake. If they knew that, the very last thing they
would have been doing is drilling into the lake – they would be on the
opposite side of the planet.
Likewise, if Hamilton had any inclination that his favourite little
piece of metal would somehow play a huge role in an international crisis,
Antarctica would have been scrubbed from his itinery.
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Antarctica. 16 Miles North of Станция Востока
78°16‛59”S/106°25‛13”E

Sunday Dec 10. The gunman pressed the end of the barrel hard into the
back of the other man's neck squeezing the trigger at the same time. The
sound of the gunshot was partly muffled by the heavily padded hood of
the victim's parka, the rest of it snatched away in the blizzard of wind and
ice that swept over the two lone figures. The large calibre round entered
the man's lower neck and exited through the other side of his skull, taking
most of his face with it and spraying sizable chunks of bone and brains
over the white surface. Feng's dead body collapsed like a wet sack. The
killer knelt next to the body quickly going through the dead mans pockets.
He found what he was looking for and carefully examined it. It was a
cylindrical piece of ice that with the exception of the black globules near
its centre was crystal clear. He retrieved a small plastic container from his
own jacket and dropped the sample inside, sealing the lid.
The gunman stood for a moment, holstering the weapon and
replacing the outer glove back on his gun hand. He watched with
satisfaction as the drifting snow quickly covered the bloody evidence
staining the ice. The body was also collecting snow and would be covered
in minutes. In 70,000 years, as the ice floe continued its steady march
north; they might find it at the other end of the lake. The man with the
gun grunted and returned to the waiting snow tractor, climbing into the
warmth of the cab.
The driver waited until he was seated then shifted the snow
machine roughly into gear without looking up. "Wet feet?" he asked.
"Big fucking mouth," the gunman said, Frozen feet now.
"You think Feng knew you were going to kill him?"
The gunman thought about the exit wound, "didn't show in his
face." He said, at least what was left of it. Hong Liu squirmed himself
comfortably into the trucks seat. He worked for the Second Bureau of the
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Chinese Ministry for State Security, the Foreign Bureau, the one
responsible for operations abroad.
"What about Hamilton?" The driver asked.
"If he sniffs around here again kill him." He looked through the
windscreen into the blinding snow, the wipers scraped back and forth
furiously in an almost futile attempt to maintain some visibility. But he
wasn’t thinking about the snow, he was thinking about the Australian.
Hamilton was a risk, too great a risk to leave walking and talking. He
pulled his gloves off, checking his pocket for the cylinder. "Hamilton was
talking to Feng,” He continued, “when the time is right..." Hong left the
sentence hanging because he was really talking to himself, he knew if
anyone were to find out about the ice core sample, China’s future would
be gravely jeopardised.
The driver nodded. "We have agents in Australia, why not have
them do it?”
"No,” Hong Liu said, a little troubled by the other mans
complacence. “This I need to do myself.” What they were undertaking
now would take many years to come to fruition and could turn the world
and the balances of power upside down.
The driver had no idea what was in Hong’s pocket or what they
were doing here. He didn’t want to know; in this case ignorance was bliss.
Like Shultz in Hogans Heroes, his chances of survival were much better if
he ‘knew nothing!’ anyone in the PLA could tell you that. He replayed the
German accent in his head, he wasn’t about to try it out loud.
"Durnovo is preparing the new drill site," Hong said shivering a
little, but not from the cold. "We don't need any more complications like
Feng." He looked at the driver. “Or we might join him.”
The driver inwardly shrank and looked away. Yes, the least said
the better; Hong seemed to have an unusual degree of latitude with
Beijing. He didn’t want to be Hongs next job. What ever they were doing
was clearly worth killing for, not that that had ever been a problem.
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He looked up and glimpsed the squashed orange pumpkin shape
of the moon as it appeared between racing clouds of blowing snow. The
flattened shape was due to atmospheric bending of light or refraction ‐ an
effect which is more severe closer to the horizon, something poor old
Feng would never see again he thought, but something the driver wanted
to see many more times.
On the way back to camp the driver tracked the moons path until
it sank below the horizon, fearful now thinking somehow his fate and the
moons presence were somehow entwined. Strangely, the driver was right.
Thousands of miles away someone else was looking at the same moon at
the exact same moment. This person was scouring its surface looking for
something left behind from decades before and had a far better view than
the Chinese snow cat driver enjoyed. Fate was drawing their paths
together. A set of events had just been set in motion that bound them all
together in a struggle that would pit them against each other, see two of
them dead along with thousands of others and a planet on the brink of
destruction.
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The Russian Bear Trap
THE KREMLIN, MOSCOW – RUSSIA, Кремль, Москва – Россия.

The Russian leader, President Vladimir Ivanovich Petrov, tapped the
rubber end of a yellow HB pencil on the neatly printed report that sat on
his desk. He still liked paper and lead – actually it was graphite and clay.
He preferred to scribble his notes on the print outs and give it to others to
action, a system that still worked well. He was thinking about Iran, allies
but nut jobs. But importantly they had two things common, weapon
exports and a common enemy – the Unted States.
Petrov was well aware of the caliphate ambitions of the Iranians.
Despite that, they were now all the more important with the mess that
was Syria, Libya, Egypt and the rest of the Middle East…and they had
nukes.
Like Russia, they were also fixated on the west, specifically the
Americans. The Americans were now also extremely vulnerable.
President Obama had left his country wracked with a twenty trillion
dollar debt, a military financially crippled and a nation divided. Under his
presidency Iran had acquired nukes, and WMD was in the hands of
Hizbollah and Hamas. The United States through Obama’s policies had
tipped over the entitlement edge, with more voters taking handouts than
contributing. They had stopped innovating and wetre focused on taking.
Legally invaded by Mexico via a dodgy amnesty deal to secure more votes
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for the Democrats, the once‐upon‐a‐time financial power house was a
nation where politicians chased support based on ethnicity and
dependency, a REALLY big version of Greece running down the same left
wing rabbit hole with no way out. This Petrov thought, was the danger of
democracy. The worthless and lazy outnumber the creators and
innovators, where envy against those that are successful was exploited
and chastised, the rich against the poor. Of course the poor were not that
poor and paid no tax. Hardly anyone paid tax. Tthe rich five percent paid
90 percent of the tax. The not so poor never employed anyone, but the
top five percent employed mostly everyone. Wouldn’t you want more of
these people, the one and five percenter percenters?
Petrov looked at his Prime Minister, he was one smart guy who
had gone through Cambridge and earned his stripes by startng several
very successful businesses before getting into politics – he was also FSB
which didn’t hurt in the internal election process.
“Times have really changed.” He said simply, “The American
economy is stuffed, bankrupt. We still sell them oil but they are now far
less a threat or as important as our southern neighbour. We have to deal
with China who buys our stuff, copies it and actively steals our
technology,” After we stole it from the Amercians. “As you well know, our
power, our prosperity is energy,” Petrov paused looking up at a large
digital map dsplay. “The Chinese no longer need the US. With 1.2 billion
consumers they hardly need anyone… and that,” he said with emphasis,
“is the game changer…..If they become energy independent, that would
not be good for us,” really bad.
He stood up and walked around to sit on the front of his desk. “So
we have to make sure we keep them away from that,” He tapped on the
map of Antarctica enlarging the screen image and zooming in on Vostok
Station. “This double game we play with the Chinese is dangerous, but you
know our objective.” He handed over a large folder that had been sitting
on his desk. “We cannot ignore the US military, but they are in serious
decline as we were in the nineties.” He smiled, “It would be a great shame
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if the US and China were to conflict over something like this. That would
hurt both of them.” But not us, he tapped the cover of the folder the Prime
Minister was holding. “Bing Qing,” he said simply. “It is time.”
Which is why the Prime Minister thought as he held the file, his
old friend Lebedev was waiting outside to come in next. Petrov seemed to
read his thoughts.
“You will be working with Lebedev on this project.”
“Of course,” He might be the Prime Minister but Lebedev was the
undisputed king of intelligence and security. He left the Presidents office
nodding towards his FSB mentor on the way out, life was about to get
very interesting.
Lebedev nodded back, standing up and buttoning his jacket before
walking brusquely into the Presidents office to sit on a still warm seat –
which was a little uncomfortable. The Predient looked up from his pencil
scratching.
"How long have you known about this Bing Qing operation?"
Petrov asked. The Chinese term 'Bing Qing' meant 'ice clear' in English.
Colonel General, Sergey Nikolayevich Lebedev, Director of Agentstvo
Voyennykh Novostey, Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service, looked
around at the opulence of the President's office. It contrasted strongly to
his own, which was Spartan but functional. "I was approached by the
director of the Guoanbu personally a few months ago." Guoanbu was the
Chinese intelligence arm. "Initially we didn't know what to think, so it
wasn't so much keeping it under wraps but waiting and watching. So we
put Durnovo in charge of the project … to see what substance existed." He
paused, fishing through his pockets for his cigarettes. "You mind?" he
asked.
"No, go ahead," the President said, waiting patiently while the
other man lit up. The two men went back a long way. Lebedev had
worked for Petrov when the President held the position of Director of
Intelligence under Putin. They worked well together. "And you agree with
Durnovo's findings?" The President finally asked.
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"Absolutely, we have crosschecked the data many times. It's all
very real. This is why we committed to the first part of the operation." He
was referring to the air force base they were constructing on land
recently leased from the Argentineans at Grande de Tierra del Fuego, paid
for with Russian oil. Lebedev continued. "The Chinese seem to be living
up to their part of the deal. We now have to make sure we look after our
end of the bargain." He looked at the President.
Petrov sat quietly. He had spent most of the morning reading the
report and conferring on the phone with his Chiefs of Staff. He had
personally rung Professor Durnovo. Old habits died hard. He had already
made a decision. He looked at his watch. "I have engaged the Prime
Minister and convened another meeting with the Chiefs of Staff in two
hours. We have already talked." Lebedev didn't look surprised.
"A preliminary operational plan based on your report has already
been drafted and the Prime Minister briefed to work with you on its
execution," Petrov said.
Lebedev smiled. "Excellent."
"But it means we have to ready our Pacific Fleet, and you have to
have your forces in position as soon as possible. When will the Georgia
Aviatsion'nyi Baza be ready by?"
"June."
"Good, and the Chinese will have the Martin De Vivies base
operational by then as well?"
"Da."
"Then your plan calls for us to move into phase two?" the
President asked, tapping the report again.
Lebedev nodded. "Yes, now it becomes interesting."
"The Americans, do they have any idea at all?"
"Nyet. It appears not"
Were they ever going to get a surprise Petrov thought? Finn must
have had them all sleeping at the wheel and now they had a leadership
crisis to manage. Too bad for them, that lapse would cost them dearly.
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After this, the USA would be a spent power, third in line if lucky after
China and Russia.

The Hamilton Hit. Станция Востока, Антарктида
VOSTOK STATION, ANTARCTICA. Hong Liu, now a senior officer in the
PRC’s Ministry for State Security, scraped his boots on the thresh hold
leading into a Russian mobile. It was the office of Professor Nelomai
Ostaf'ev syn Olfer'eva Durnovo, head of the Russian Vostok science and
drilling team. They all had such long names, what was the deal with that?
“It’s the Australian again.” Durnovo stated simply.
Hong already knew. He had seen him. “Hamilton.”
“Yes. I thought you were going to do something about him?”
Durnovo, so close to the prize after so many years of painstaking effort
labouring under choking security conditions, was understandably
nervous. “We are that close.” He held his thumb and forefinger together to
illustrate the point; it reminded Hong of Maxwell Smart. Durnovo
continued, “I think he suspects something.”
“So do I, but I don’t think he has any idea what ‘IT’ is.” Hong
replied.
“I don’t think we can take the risk. The question is; are you going
to do something about it, or should I ask my people.”
“I will handle it.” Hong said. If he had taken offence he didn’t show
it. “Personally.” He looked the Professor in the eyes.
Durnovo looked away. Hongs dark emotionless eyes were every
bit those of a killer. He didn’t ask Hong how he would ‘handle it’.
As Hong left the office he looked back at the professor behind his
desk. He even looks a little like Maxwell Smart he thought. He walked
back to the Chinese camp. The next flight out was still a few days away.
There were more flights than usual, ostensibly Chinese and Russian
supplies to support the drilling operation. This was mostly true, but there
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was more than just food and drilling equipment on the aircraft. He would
fly via Martin de Vivies to Indonesia and then back to Perth, Australia. It
was time to pay the prying Australian a visit. His solution to the problem
was crude. But in the past he had found the method effective and
permanent. The Russians had been knocking off journalists and anyone
else that asked too many questions for years. It seemed to work for them
as well, why fix something that works?

The Amanab Emergency

PORT MORESBY, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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Senator Natasha Braithwaite drew in a deep breath and adjusted her
dress. No cameras hung from her neck and the usually ever ready iPad
mini plus was no where to be seen. Her experience as a journalist in
numerous war zones had served her well. She was a popular figure in the
Australian Human Rights Party. The press liked her and not just because
she used to be one of them. She was slim and featured large well‐rounded
breasts that seemed to defy gravity. She was natural camera fodder. But
that popularity wasn’t the reason she was selected to lead the Papua New
Guinea (PNG) Senate Investigations Committee. Senator Braithwaite was
also particularly smart, often devouring others with a sharp intellect
while they became lost and shipwrecked in the depths of her cleavage. In
Braithwaite, the marriage of beauty and brains made for a great politician.
It was the smarts that landed her the job of leading a Senate Enquiry team
to PNG.
Papua New Guinea, situated less than one hundred and twenty
five miles north of Australia, was roughly the size of California and
populated by more than six million people. The country existed as a
strange mixture of modern costal towns and remote tribal villages led by
a government that had become a hive of corruption. The result was
anarchy. Tribal fighting was common, strongly fuelled by something
called 'raskolism' another term for gang‐based crime and the reason for
Colonel Mick Hamilton being in PNG. The guy he had snatched in Aceh,
Usman El Muhammady, had come up with some interesting names and
dates, one of them being Trevor Somare. Somare was nothing less than a
bandit, but what was interesting was whether the TNI were feeding
weapons to him and why.
While Hamilton searched in the heavy jungle of the Papua New
Guinea highlands, the subject of his and Braithwaite's attention was much
further west.
The Raskol's self‐elected leader took a long pull from the SP Lager
can. It was warm. But he and his men had got used to that. It was midday
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at the edge of Amanab, a small Wahgi village just east of the 475 mile
border between PNG and Indonesia's Irian Jaya Province.
Most of his men were avoiding the heat, seeking shelter on the
shady side of an old whitewashed church, but they could do little to
escape the steaming humidity. His meeting with the Kopassus unit of the
Indonesian military (Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia or ABRI,
reverted back from the TNI in 2010) on the border had gone well. Now,
instead of being armed with machetes and shotguns, his men, after quick
instructions from the Indonesian Special Forces, were equipped with the
latest Russian assault rifles. They were clearly itching to use their new
toys.
The local Wahgi villagers had been rounded up and forced into the
church. Their neat little village that was decorated with flowered paths
was now a convenient garden bar for his men. The Raskols were mostly
made up of Huli Wigmen from the Southern Highlands ‐ tribesman with a
reputation as some of the fiercest fighters in Papua New Guinea. They
were now getting drunk, shouting and sweeping the surrounding area
with the barrels of their weapons.
After urinating heavily, carelessly splashing his boots and
trousers, he sauntered drunkenly down towards the church, his shirt
open and belly bulging over his military styled trousers. He disappeared
through the front door of the building bumping past the two guards he
had posted. He emerged amid yells and screams clutching a terrified boy,
no more than 10, who struggled to get free from his tight grip. The
Raskol's commander threw the boy into the center of the circle of men
that had gathered.
"Run!" he yelled.
The small child stood petrified
"I said RUN!" he screamed, stumbling as he pulled a sidearm from
his holster. He shot at the child's feet. "Run, RUN, RUN!"
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The boy stumbled backwards; his eyes glued to the gun, and then
stood still, his small body wracked by shakes. The Raskol's Commander
was becoming frustrated.
"Give me!" he yelled to one of his men, holding out an arm. The
Raskol reluctantly handed his new rifle to the Commander. It was a
5.56mm AK‐104, a modernized export version of the Russian AK‐74. The
Commander, swaying a little, fumbled with the mechanism. Finally
cocking it, he aimed it at the boy. The weapon jumped in his hands, most
of the rounds missed, but one struck the boy in the thigh spinning him
around and another exploded into the back of his skull spraying blood
and gristle over the ground. For a moment no one said anything. Then
the Raskol's leader smiled and laughed loudly. He whooped and held the
rifle high. They all cheered. The Raskol's leader, Trevor Somare, looked
back to the Church, there was more fun to be had back there. They would
save the women to last.
Somare was little different than the men he led, just meaner and
smarter. He was devoid of feeling other than the satisfaction of his own
desires. Trying to organize the anarchy of the Raskols, as annoying as it
was, got him closer to where he wanted to go ‐ money and power, the
same as most politicians.
After he and his men had finished with the women and left the
village, they hiked for many miles, eventually meeting with their
transports. From there they headed back to the permanent base situated
in an abandoned mining camp. There, in a small hut, the Raskol's
Commander spread his flowing overblown body across his favorite chair,
the front bench seat from an old Plymouth.
"You mean they actually bought that piece of crap?" Trevor
Somare said, cracking another can.
"Hook, line and sinker it appears," Somare's second in command
replied.
"And she is actually coming up here to meet with us?" Somare
exclaimed, even more incredulous.
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"Yes, her and three others." He held up the printout of the email.
Despite the crudity of their operation they had set up a satellite‐fed
network system.
This was quite incredible. Trevor Somare wasn't interested in
politics; he and his men had just found an easy way to make money ‐‐
looting, killing, stealing, selling drugs, in fact any illegal business they
could think of that made money. Which is exactly what the TNI wanted
them to do, create chaos.
Now the Indonesians AND some very dirty PNG politicians were
giving him money to keep up the good work. It truly was wonderful, he
thought. He had just thrown the political stuff in for fun. It looked like the
foolish Australians had taken him seriously.
"Fuckin A!" he laughed, a plan already forming in his head. He
would have to talk to the Russian. The Russian would know what to do
and how; if it were not for him they wouldn't have the guns. What the
Russians were getting out of all this he wasn’t sure, but who cared
anyway?
THE AUSTRALIAN EMBASSY, PORT MORESBY, PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
The Australian Defense Attaché was caught between listening and
looking. The woman in front of him was better looking in the flesh than on
TV. Combined with her good looks and intelligence, she was very
disarming.
If Natasha Braithwaite was aware of her looks, she did not show it.
She was characteristically straight to the point. "The question is," she
said, her hazel colored eyes fixing the Attaché's attention. "Have we been
getting involved in local politics here? We have it on good authority that
Australian military personnel have used unnecessary force against the
political group led by Trevor Somare."
The Australian Defense attaché very nearly rolled his eyes. "Can I
ask who the 'authority' is?"
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"Trevor Somare," she said. "We are here to test the validity of the
accusation."
The Attaché stifled a laugh. "We don't even know who this guy
really is Senator. From what we can gather he's nothing but a common
hoodlum. Why we would even give him any credibility I don't know."
Braithwaite fumed inside. "That's what I am here to find out. We
will speak to the local force commander and then Somare himself.
Hopefully, we can get to the bottom of this unpleasantness as quickly as
possible."
The Defense Attaché was incredulous. "Speak to Somare! Are you
kidding?"
The woman's eyes didn't flinch. He pressed the issue, but despite
arguing till he was blue in the face he finally gave up. The woman was as
stubborn as a mule. "I have to insist that at the very least you use our
driver and an armed escort from the RPNGC," the Attaché said out of
despair. She agreed to that.
Less than an hour later, Braithwaite stood outside the main
compound building that housed the small contingent of Australian forces.
She had tracked down the most senior officer there but was still not
learning anything new. The Australian army major was no more helpful
than the Attaché'. In fact he showed no signs of having a clue as to what
she was talking about.
The Australian major wasn’t familiar with Somare, but the
woman’s increasingly agitated voice meant she thought he was being
evasive. While she talked he couldn't help notice the woman's ample
cleavage and was fascinated by the small trickles of sweat that ran down
her skin and the sides of her breasts. With great reluctance he dragged his
eyes away before crossing the bridge to lechery.
Natasha checked the personnel sheet and looked around her in
annoyance. Somebody must know something. "Where's Hamilton?" she
suddenly asked. "I see according to this sheet he is the most senior officer
here."
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"Who?" the Major asked, this time actually playing the dumb part
as best as he could.
"The Colonel!" she said loudly.
"Oh! Hammer" The Major said the last part quietly kicking himself.
He shrugged.
Where had she heard that? "Did you say Hammer?" She asked.
The Major seemed to ponder that for a moment, wondering how
to answer – perhaps he shouldn’t have mentioned Hammer, she seemed
to recognise that. "To be honest I don't know.” He said quickly “He
doesn't really tell us his schedule. He comes and goes." He suddenly
brightened. "I can leave a message if you like?"
Hammer she thought. Of course, Hammer Hamilton, the guy in the
airplane crash in Afghanistan, why hadn’t she put those two pieces
together before? This just made her more frustrated. "Can I order you to
get him for me?"
The Major laughed and then stopped; who the fuck did she think
she was? "No disrespect Senator, but while I may have to talk to you, and
answer your questions, there is about as much chance of you ordering me
around as your pet cat, no disrespect," he added again, remembering to
wipe the smile off his face and thanking God he didn't say pussy.
Braithwaite's cheeks reddened. The Major went to say something,
suddenly feeling bad. Natasha held up her hand, embarrassed. "You don't
need to apologize, Major. I do. I was out of line." Her face softened.
Maybe she wasn't the uptight bitch she seemed, the Major
thought.
"This was a surprise visit," she conceded. "Can you please advise
the Colonel I will be back in two days and would like to meet with him
when I return? Could you do that?"
"Yes ma'am."
The ma'am part was beginning to annoy her. "I will be meeting
Somare first."
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A cloud suddenly covered the Major's face. He had been warned
about this part.
Natasha continued. "Whether we talk again depends on what
Somare has to say. There are still a lot of questions."
The Major's jaw clenched. "Yes, ma'am. Before the Colonel left
ma'am he asked me to give you this."
She looked up in surprise. "He knew I was coming!" She was
annoyed again. How did he know that? If he knew why didn't he wait?
She didn't like being played for a fool.
The Major was still talking. "Before he left he was specific about
you getting this," He held up what looked like a phone. "Normal phones
are pretty useless out here, if you get into trouble, you can use this." The
Major handed her the small cell phone device. "This is a SAT phone. You
can call from anywhere. There's only one button and one number it calls."
"Who's that?"
"The Colonel ma'am." He looked at her, reading her thoughts.
"And don't use it to just have a chat with him. He won't talk to you. Unless
you are really in trouble, leave it alone, but carry it with you always."
Natasha looked back at the major. He was very serious. Her first
thought of course had been to ring Hamilton. Now she would wait, at
least until she returned to Port Moresby.
The following day the Senate Investigation Committee flew to
Daru where they met two guides kindly provided by Somare. From there
they travelled overland by 4WD towards Sibidiro. But Senator
Braithwaite and her Investigation Committee never arrived.
At the same time, several hundred miles north in the jungles of the Enge
province, Lieutenant Colonel Mick William Hamilton from the Australian
Special Air Services Regiment stopped and checked his GPS readout. His
team was now just 2500 yards to the east of their designated target.
Hamilton, like the rest of his team, was silently threading his way through
dense undergrowth, hoping that their brief sojourn to verify a report of
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bloody violence would prove false. Just moments later that hope was
dashed; Hamilton had stopped in mid stride. They were still several
hundred yards from the village when the smell hit him. Hamilton's small
team all recognized it. As they moved forwards, the distinctive odour of
burnt flesh, blood, and decomposition became almost unbearable.
Without being told, several of them separated to secure the perimeter
while Mick and Sergeant Gary Fulham entered the town.
The small village was littered with fly blown corpses. The bodies
looking like life size raggedy dolls discarded by a spoiled giant, many of
them horribly twisted, torn and mutilated ‐ men, women, children…even
babies. From the state of the Wahgi village women, it was obvious they
had been brutally abused. There must have been over sixty dead in the
immediate area. There was dried blood everywhere. It was unspeakable
horror. Even the battle hardened Special Forces troops were shocked to
their core.
"Tribal?" Fulham asked.
"Nope," Hamilton replied. He looked at the beer cans and other
rubbish littered among the bodies. "Raskols," he said. There was a sudden
flash of gold amongst the rubbish. The Colonel squatted and picked up
some brass shell cases. "Looks like our Indonesian friends have given
them some new toys as well." He placed the two shell casings in his upper
left pocket and turned to his imaging specialist. "Pat, get Tony to take
some pictures and call it in will you." The other soldier nodded. As
Hamilton spoke those words a radio message crackled through his small
earpiece.
"Sierra One, this is Sierra Bravo copy over?"
Sierra One was Hamilton. "Sierra Bravo this is Sierra One, read
you loud and clear," Hamilton replied.
"Sierra One HOTSIT, Papa India Alpha is missing." A HOTSIT was a
hot situation message. They had given the young Green Senator the call
sign of PIA ‐ pain in the ass.
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Mick swore under his breath. Damn that woman. "Sierra Bravo,
roger that." He gave a hand signal to the others as he replied to Sierra
One, the lead chopper. "Exfil on my smoke now," he said. They would have
to leave the clean up and investigation to someone else for the moment.
He flipped the smoke grenade into the middle of the village clearing.
Somehow the choppers would have to land between the bodies.
"Roger Sierra One, exfil now on your smoke, Sierra Bravo out."
The chopper pilot replied, rolling in for the pickup.
Minutes later the Colonel watched the village disappear beneath
the chopper's belly followed by an endless sea of blurred green jungle as
they sped south. Somewhere along the line it had all stopped being fun.
No, that was a bad word‐‐these things were never funny. But there had
been excitement. He couldn't quite put his finger on the exact moment.
But somewhere, sometime, that excitement and the thrill of adventure
had bled away from all the things that used to drive him. Maybe it was
just age. At 42 it was probably time to retire and leave this stuff to
younger blood. The SASR Colonel shook his head to clear it and focused
on the job at hand. The two old Hueys which should have stopped flying
years ago vibrated faithfully through the hot tropic afternoon. He should
have been sitting in a C130 heading to Cairns contemplating a cold beer.
That arrogant woman Braithwaite had now got herself kidnapped, and
the very men she seemed to loathe so much, had to risk their lives to save
her.
His mind wandered for a moment. It was a long time ago, he still
remembered it like yesterday, the desert, the red sand and inescapable
heat – the back of Burke. An endless flat landscape covered by
shimmering heat waves. But there was life there and for such a long time
he had been part of it.
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The Bell UH‐1 Iroquois, the Huey

100 Miles West of Burke, 32 Years Previously
BURKE, AUSTRALIA. The young boy was confused. His left arm was
bleeding badly and his right hand had been punctured through in several
places. Afraid to death, he had stood his ground, trying to make sense of
what was happening. The dingo bitch was all teeth and saliva, blood
dripping from her mouth, his blood.
The boy at just ten was no heavier than the Dingo. But the native
Australian Dingo had more teeth. Three times the bitch had rushed him.
Three times he had punched and kicked to keep her off him, not making
the mistake of falling to the ground. But the loss of blood was making him
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a little woozy. He knew she was a bitch because of her teats. That's what
gave him the clue. As he thought of this he heard a rifle being cocked
behind him.
"Stand back!" It was the strident and urgent voice of the boy’s
father. He had to kill the dog before it attacked his son again. Instead of
backing away, the young boy had stood between the growling dingo and
his father's gun. The boy was covered in blood, his eyes wide with fear,
but there something else, he was still thinking.
"Move back Dad…but slowly." The boy had said.
The father looked at the son. There was rationale there. He didn't
know what, but he did know his boy. Despite the desire to kill the animal
that threatened his son, he lowered the rifle and stepped back. Mick did
the same thing. The appearance of another large predator had cooled the
Dingos passion. But she stuck to her guns.
As they both backed off quietly there was a small whimper from
some undergrowth near Mick. They kept moving. Once they were twenty
yards away, the bitch rushed into the small brush, picking up a tiny pup,
she looked once more at the two humans before trotting away.
"I knew it," the boy said, "she had a pup!" He yelled in delight, his
hunch correct.
George Hamilton looked at his son. It was like the boy had won a
prize. Despite his wounds, some of which looked quite severe, the kid
was smiling, almost laughing. George Hamilton picked the boy up in his
arms. There was going to be hell to pay back at the house. "She's a good
mum." He said simply, watching as the Dingo bitch slid into the swimming
haze.
Mick remembered his father's strong arms. He was a big strong
man. He would also never forget the day his father died. He had felt the
last breath rushing from his lungs. Right then, he had never felt so
hopeless. Miles from anywhere, he and his younger brother had buried
their father. Life had never seemed so unfair. Lance had been stoic; he
was a tough son of a bitch. Their father hadn't pushed him to be that way,
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he just was. Lance was so young; he barely had the honour of knowing the
man. The memory was never far away, neither many others which quickly
followed. Mick tried to switch them off.
SAS Sergeant Gary Fulham watched his CO give the jungle the
10,000‐yard stare. There must be a lot of memories in that head, he
thought. Some pretty bloody bad ones too. Gary's wife had described the
boss as having rugged good looks; he was just shy of six foot, and even in
his forties, was a match for any of his SF team. The man could walk faster,
further and carry more weight than any of them, and still operate and
make decisions. He carried no fat; the poor bastard, Gary knew Hamilton
never had a chance to accumulate any. He was broad shouldered,
muscular with sandy coloured hair. He was unique. As far as Fulham was
concerned, if Australia wanted a secret weapon, Hamilton was it. He
watched his boss snap out of his thoughts and begin to carefully check his
gear.
The field kit Hamilton was checking was a combination of
traditional soldiering with the latest technology that was a seamless and
integral part of their combat dress. Hamilton was using a Tactical
Terminal (TACTERM), a portable Battlefield Intelligence System designed
to help plan and execute the mission. Put simply, it was a real tough, thin
laptop specially designed for field operations and was plugged via
satellite into an international battlefield network called the GIG. The
Global Information Grid was an Allied network, a super turbo version of
the Internet that linked almost every allied unit in the world into one big
information system.
Hamilton looked up from the TACTERM. "Gary, you got the TAI?"
Meaning the Target of Interest.
"Right here!" Fulham unfolded the map.
"What about the T&G on the Senator?" the Colonel asked,
examining the map. He was talking about the tracking and guidance
device they had given Braithwaite.
"On your screen."
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The Colonel referred back to his portable terminal screen. The
readout provided GPS data on the tracker device embedded in the mobile
phone they had provided Braithwaite. While the screen was great, the
good old‐fashioned paper map was bigger and easier to read. Once
Hamilton had the location isolated on the monitor, he poured over the
map. Hamilton wasn't happy going into a rushed unplanned mission.
That was exactly how you got killed. But after what he had seen in the
village, he knew time was of the essence. These Raskols were
unpredictable, undisciplined and uncontrolled, which made them very
dangerous. They took innocent life just for the fun of it. And although the
Special Forces officer knew his team had superior training, eight guns
against eighty were lousy odds.
As Hamilton and his team flew over the jungle towards the rebel camp,
Somare was scrutinizing his new guests. They were all bound and gagged.
The three men had begged and pleaded, one was crying. They had become
really annoying. He looked at the woman, her face and eyes had been
defiant to the last moment as they had tied and blindfolded her. He had
pulled her jeans off to expose beautiful white legs and dainty under pants.
Her breasts were magnificent he thought. He had fondled them, her
nipples hardened by fear. They were as firm as they looked. He felt
himself stiffen as he remembered the feeling of her ass in his hands and
running his fingers down the muscled stomach, then beneath the lace
panties and between her legs. That was good. He had to force his mind to
return to the question in hand, dragging his eyes away from the top of her
thighs and panties.
"How much?" he asked the only other white man in the room that
wasn't tied up.
The Russian Spetznaz (SPETSialnoje NAZnachenie) officer Mikolai
Nabialok, shrugged. "Two million at least; ask too much and it gets harder
for the government to hide the transaction. Remember they don't
negotiate with terrorists."
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Good point, Somare thought.
"Also," Nabialok added, "Keep them in the open." He pointed
skywards. "Satellites, so they can be seen."
That was good advice too. The Russian, Somare had learned, was
both smart and ruthless. He had seen what the man was capable of with
the small boys and girls of the village, pointless cruelty that exceeded his
own. The Russian was impressive and very dangerous. Somare ordered
the Australians to be dragged out to his personal fire. The woman's
breasts danced tantalizingly beneath the thin white cotton. Despite her
defiant attitude, her body shook with fear. He liked that, quickly becoming
aroused again. He desperately wanted to be between her legs.
The two choppers with the SF team had taken a wide berth of the target,
travelling 7000 yards south before turning into the selected landing zone.
The pilot of the first Huey came in low over the trees pulling the collective
up hard in his left hand to arrest the rapid descent. The chopper flared to
a stop, just feet from the ground. The troops were out of the Huey in
seconds. The pilot then twisted the throttle to the stops, pushed the cyclic
forward pitching the Huey on its nose, after a few feet of allowing energy
to build in the 48‐foot rotors, he pulled back on the collective again,
climbing hard and expertly skimming the tree line before turning south,
the old gas‐turbine spinning the big blades to produce the wop‐wop‐wop
sound so many infantry soldiers loved and feared at the same time.
It took several hours for the SF team to cover the seven miles back
to the target. After closing to 1,000 yards, Hamilton stopped and checked
his TACTERM. The real‐time satellite image displayed a hazy outline of
the encampment. The tracking signal was coming from one of the huts.
That didn't necessarily mean Hamilton thought that Braithwaite was
there, someone else would probably have the phone, but she might be
close by.
Downwind of their target, they could listen, watch and wait. After
nearly three hours of silent vigilance, they were rewarded. Out of the
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same hut from where they had located the signal, Braithwaite emerged,
bound and gagged with three others. The visuals from the team's helmet‐
mounted systems were immediately relayed to an orbiting satellite and
into the GIG, the allied Global Information Grid. Back in Canberra, the
Crises Action Team was watching the drama unfold in real time.
The Raskols had several bonfires burning brightly; a group of
native women were hanging around two trucks that had arrived with
what looked like critical supplies ‐ more beer. Good, boozed up they were
easier to take on. But on the downside they would also be more
unpredictable and could take out the hostages at any time. After a
thorough reconnaissance of the perimeter security, the Colonel
repositioned the team around the target and then re‐examined the scene
through high‐powered digital glasses. The Raskol boys were really
beginning to whoop it up. The four hostages sat beside one of the bonfires
looking scared shitless. One of the men was groping Braithwaite's breasts.
That must be Somare, Hamilton thought. Just then another man emerged
from the hut. He was white.
"Who the fuck is that?" Fulham whispered.
"Don't know." Hamilton didn't like surprises either. This guy
didn't belong to the piece of the puzzle. "Setup the directional mikes and
video," he whispered.
After a few minutes they had a pretty good feed from the hostage
group. They listened in. Somare and the white guy were talking.
"Russian," Hamilton said. "Sounds like he organized the trade."
They kept listening. What they heard as the two men boasted of
their village exploits made them sick. The Australians waited impatiently
till it was dark.
"Ready?" Gary Fulham asked. Hamilton nodded the affirmative.
Fulham pulled a small capsule from his breast pocket while Hamilton
plugged a control stick onto the side of his TACTERM. The capsule was
less than two inches long.
"Ready!" Hamilton said.
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Fulham opened the small canister and exactly like the insect it
parodied, the Dragonfly Micro Unmanned Aerial Vehicle escaped and
darted off, the small beat of its fast moving wings inaudible. It was an
advanced version of the Dragonfly they had used in previous missions.
This version was much smaller and had no power of its own. Instead it
drew its power from microwave energy. A multi‐directional antenna on
Hamilton’s TACTERM tracked the vehicle and provided a microwave
beam to provide energy to the Dragonfly. The MUAV received it, rectified
it and then used that energy to power the motor. In moments it was in
position. A small, graphite canister weighing no more than a piece of
paper provided all the sensors; video camera, radiation sensors, chemical
sensors, GPS and communication relay. The Dragonfly’s own body could
also be used as an antenna.
"Beautiful," Mick said. The infrared eye of the Dragonfly hovering
above the camp clearly showed the positions of each and every Raskol in
and around the camp. "Designating," He added, moving the cross hairs
over tightly knotted groups of bodies, pressing a key to designate each
target and its priority. Once he was completed he looked back to Fulham.
"Get the mortar set up and as soon as the last round leaves the tube we
move in." He signalled the Kiwi, the nickname of a New Zealand trooper,
by holding three fingers up, pointing and patting the top of his head. The
Kiwi nodded, he carried the rotary minimi which was capable of firing
over a thousand rounds per minute. He would lay down the covering fire
from the flank.
Fulham quickly assembled the mortar. The Hirtenberger 60mm
carried a rotary self‐loader on top of the barrel that took six rounds. The
rounds were laser‐guided and extended a broad set of fins after leaving
the tube. This enabled the projectile to steer and extended its range.
"Claymores?" Hamilton said into his mike. There was a double
click in reply. Hamilton then transferred the imagery and control of the
UAV to the display module in his helmet visor. He folded the wafer thin
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TACTERM and slid it into a side pocket on his pack. He gave the thumbs
up to Fulham.
Fulham pressed the trigger. There was the familiar, but quiet plop
of the first mortar as it ejected from the tube, rapidly followed by five
others. The Hirtenberger was folded and packed before the first round
fell on target. The UAV monitoring the camp relayed the overhead
imagery to everyone's helmet visors. They could alternately switch it on
and off using it for reference. The visor displays erupted in bright flashes
as the mortars struck, most exploding a few meters in the air, spraying a
deadly jet of darts towards the ground below. The detonation over the
top of the hostages was a stun round. It made a very distinctive thump as
it exploded. This was the signal to move in.
Hamilton and Fulham were up and running low, the infrared
helmet visors turning night into day. A body suddenly appeared in front of
them, raising his weapon. Fulham double tapped two bullets into the body
and one to the head. The body flew backwards. To his left, Hamilton
could now hear the roar of the Kiwi's minimi, pumping thousands of red
tracer lines racing through the camp. This was joined by streaks of white
and red lights as the other SF members took out their targets with their
Heckler & Koch G3 assault rifles. Twenty five yards to go, the Head Up
Display (HUD) in Hamilton's helmet showed some of the bodies in the
hostage party moving; they were recovering from the stun round. He
killed the overhead image on his HUD and dropped to his knees. The sight
on his FN SCAR Heavy assault rifle was slaved to the helmet‐targeting cue
displayed in his visor. Red colored cross hairs framed whatever the rifle
was pointing at. He rapidly moved the weapon across each target. Some,
recovering from the stun shot were reaching for their weapons. If not
hostages, they took three rounds each, two shots to the body and one to
the head the heavy 7.62mm rounds tearing big holes and throwing them
backwards. With the images of the village slaughter still fresh in his mind,
he killed without remorse. There was rapid firing right across the mine
pit. Some of the Raskols tried to escape into the bush. But each firing
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team, via infrared imagery from the hovering Dragonfly, was quickly
able to identify, track and kill them.
It took just two minutes; the entire campsite was suddenly
deathly silent. The only figures standing were friendly blue in color.
The overhead imagery showed no movement, apart from their own
and the hostages. There was the odd bone jarring shot as the SF troops
applied first aid to any injured raskols.

Again it was quiet. The

Colonel, turning his back to the carnage, called in a report. He didnʹt
see the lone surviving Raskol reach for his weapon.

Neither did

anyone else. The young man slowly pulled the weapon to his chest as
he lay on the ground, quietly checking the rifle; it was cocked. The
Raskol correctly identified the attackerʹs leader from the way he talked
and gave orders; he would kill him at least. He took several slow
breaths and then exploded from the ground bringing the weapon to
bear. Hamilton was talking and didnʹt notice the movement till too
late.
Fulham caught the motion in the corner of his eye, the Colonel
was in the way; it would be close. Fulham, without waiting, fired just
beneath Hamilton’s chin. The Colonel felt the burn of the muzzle flash
on his neck and the shockwave of the bullet as it blew past him and
onto its target. Fulhamʹs round entered the Raskolʹs right eye and
removed the back of his head; he never got to complete the trigger pull.
That was close. The Colonel flipped the lid of his visor open
and looked at Fulham with a surprised expression, his neck still
stinging, he looked at the dead Raskol and then Fulham. ʺIs there really
any need for that Gaz?ʺ he said, a slight smile creasing his camouflaged
features. ʺCan you keep the noise down for god’s sakes; Iʹm trying to
get a call through here!ʺ
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Fulham shook his head, all the while scanning the surrounding
area. Fulham was the Colonelʹs bodyguard. It was his job to keep the
boss alive while he focused on command and control. It was a job he
enjoyed and did well. The Colonel was already legend several times
over, time and again turning disasters into success. There was not one
man among them that wouldnʹt have followed him to hell and back if
he asked. Hamilton always brought everyone back. If anything
happened to the boss, Fulham knew he wouldnʹt be going home either.
The three hostages were sitting up now and some of the
troopers were trying to steady them. Hamilton was talking into his
mouthpiece. ʺWhatʹs your current loc stat over?ʺ
ʺInbound Sierra One, south east two clicks.ʺ
ʺRoger that Sierra. All hostages ready for exfil, plus three ready
on my pointer.”
ʺSierra One, pointer located, fifty seconds.ʺ
ʺRoger that Sierra Bravo.ʺ The Colonel, Mick Hamilton, could
see the familiar shape of the Huey as it crested the tree lined ridge in
front of him. ʺSierra One now has you visual.ʺ
ʺRog.ʺ
Mick turned to Fulham. ʺWhat about the Russian?ʺ he asked.
ʺHasnʹt been seen, looks like he bugged out early.ʺ
That got Mick thinking. ʺSomare?ʺ
Fulham rolled one of the bodies over with his boot. ʺThis him?ʺ
There was a neat little hole in the centre of his forehead.
ʺYep,” Mick said, “that’s him; make sure we take pictures of all
of them.ʺ This was done pretty easily. Whatever they were looking at
was being recorded and relayed to ADFHQ in Canberra for later
analysis.
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ʺSecure?ʺ Hamilton asked over the SF network. He got rapid
confirmations. ʺOK, untie them,ʺ he said to one of the troopers that had
moved in, he pulled his helmet off enjoying the fresh air. Quickly the
four hostages were untied and helped to their feet. Natasha
Braithwaite shrugged off the help, stood by herself and looked coolly
towards the Colonel, their eyes locked.

The ever faithful ‘Huey’. First flew in October 1956.

The blue eyes she remembered so well stared back at her cold
and detached just like in Afghanistan. She tried to hide from them the
uncontrollable shakes that wracked her body. During those frightening
last moments of the ordeal, when there were explosions, gunfire and
screams, she was sure she was going to die. It was after that she had
heard his voice. Now she looked into the eyes of the man that she had
once thought dead and who had come to save her, the eyes were
piercing and unemotional. She then looked around her; all she could
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see was carnage. Had it been necessary to kill every one? She
wondered now just how many people this man had killed.
The returning choppers flared in the darkness. The hostages
were rapidly loaded followed by the SF team. It was starting to rain,
time to go. It would take several days before anyone visited the mining
site. No one would miss these people. Indeed, if it had not been for
Braithwaiteʹs complaint to the Senate, it would all have been forgotten.

The AK‐74, in 2020 it was not state of the art but still killed people just the same way
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The Perth Hamilton Hit
PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA. It had taken Hong the better part of
five days to make the trip, jumping from one military flight to another
before catching a commercial flight out of Jakarta. Once in Perth he
gathered his team together and prepared the mission. This took almost
two weeks and included training exercises in the desert to rehearse as
best they could. When he thought they were ready he set in motion the
timetable. Finally the surveillance team told him what he wanted to
hear. The target was in his apartment, there was little activity in the
area and the sun would be behind them. It was time to move.
Hamilton eased back into the comfort of the large sofa that
dominated the small lounge of his Perth apartment. He used the unit
whenever he was working out of the Campbell Barracks in
Swanbourne. He had been ordered to take a few days off. Not enough
time to go far, but enough to put his feet up and maybe relax a little.
He had not seen or heard from the Senator or her companions
since he had rescued them. But obviously they had been busy. The
document he was reading was an official reprimand for excessive use
of force in Papua. The Senate Committee had reviewed the combat
footage from the SF helmet and UAV cameras. They probably never
even looked at the massacre in the Whagi village and instead were
scathing in their criticism of how the crisis was handled and whether
there was any justification in the killing of the Raskols. Looking from
his small apartment over the Swan River in Perth it all seemed far
away and remote.
He picked up the other letter, a crisp fresh A4 sheet that lay
next to a freshly stamped envelope. This was one he had written. It
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was his resignation; it looked like both he and his brother would be out
of the service. He sipped his scotch. Bitch, he thought, he wasn’t
normally prone to those feelings but he felt horribly betrayed. Time to
move on, he pulled out the RosenBridge contract from under a pile of
papers. He had been sitting on this for some time and had already
worked for them in the past. The RosenBridge Foundation had been an
ideal cover for his previous visits to Vostok Station on request from
DoD. The RosenBridge Foundation was made up of a group of
scientists researching magnetic anomalies and the like; they contracted
him routinely to investigate the Vostok anomaly, an authorised activity
that was also in the interest of the government. His gut had been
telling him for some time there was something going on between the
Russki’s and Chinese at the station. It was public knowledge that the
research team with their new rig had drilled down to the lake and were
meters away from melt water. For the scientist’s that was all very
exciting. But he had sensed something else, some of the characters he
ran into didn’t give him the vibes he had expected and he was sure
they were either military or Intelligence types. Why would they be
down there? What made the drill program a security matter? He
would have to dig a little deeper this time.
It had only been a few months since his last trip, but
RosenBridge wanted him back there again. Maybe another trip to
Antarctica would help keep him busy and not so pissed off. At least it
wasnʹt dangerous.
He looked at the phone. Should he call Lance? For some reason
he felt ashamed, Lance at least had a good reason. Logically he knew
he had nothing to be ashamed of. But Lance was his younger brother.
He didnʹt want to disappoint him. He bent to pick up the phone but
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was stopped half way through the motion; there was a crash and the
scotch glass on the table in front of him exploded in his face.
Hamilton rolled instinctively, his eyes stinging from the scotch
and his face from the pinpricks of broken glass. There were two more
thuds as high velocity rounds punched through the ranch sliders.
Mick scrambled as even more rounds came through the wall and
smacked into the floor. Thermals! Someone was shooting at him with a
thermal sight; they could see and shoot him through the wall! More
rounds, big calibre, ploughed through the brick facing like it wasnʹt
even there, the mortar, brick and dust exploding through the
apartment. Christ, the rounds kept coming. Whoever the attackers
were ‐ he assumed more than one ‐ they were not going to give up till
they got him.
From a rooftop behind Hamilton’s building, Hong Liu
examined the apartment through highly specialised infrared gun
sights. With the Bing Qing operation so close to completion, like
Durnovo he wanted to remove any risk of exposure. The chances were
Hamilton knew nothing, but it was a chance Hong wasn’t going to
take, not with the stakes so high. He jerked his head with irritation
motioning his small team to keep firing. Shouldering his own weapon,
a KSVK 12.7mm anti‐materiel sniper rifle, the Station Chief for the
Second Bureau of the Chinese Ministry for State Security took aim
again and fired. They had just minutes before they had to move, but in
that time he was willing to destroy the entire building if that’s what it
took to kill Hamilton. The KSVK was a large calibre anti‐materiel
sniper rifle developed in Russia for the purpose of counter sniping and
penetrating thick walls, as well as lightly armoured vehicles. There was
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nothing between himself and Hamilton, bricks or otherwise, that
would stop the sniper rifles heavy calibre rounds.

Enemies at the Gate
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Fulcrum Flight ‐ Russia, the Gromov Flight Research Institute
Россия, Научно‐исследовательский институт Громова Флайта

The Mikoyan MiG‐35 (Russian: Микоян МиГ‐35, NATO reporting name ʺFulcrum‐Fʺ)

MOSCOW October 4. The cold morning air shuddered to the noise of
big jet engines, crackling and reverberating across the flight apron and
into the airfieldʹs medical facility. Inside, no one even looked out the
window.
ʺThat should do it.ʺ The Russian Flight Surgeon pulled the last
laces tight. The man in front of her nodded self‐consciously. She
slapped his shoulder. ʺIt suits you,ʺ something she could not say about
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most of her customers, mostly rich fat, and out of shape Americans or
Brits.
She learned a lot from that slap. The mans torso barely moved,
the shoulders hard with muscle. The Australian was in excellent shape
and seemed at home in the ʹG suitʹ. Fortunately since Russia became oil
rich these episodes were mainly about PR and not paying the bills by
sucking up to wealthy western fools. The Flight Surgeon felt a lot more
pride in her job today. If she wanted to she could tell this guy to take a
hike, but she knew immediately this guy was military. She looked at
his sheet, Hamilton was his name.
“Mr Hamilton!”
“Lance looked up in surprise.”
“Let’s cut the pretenses, you are a pilot. Not just a pilot, but a
fighter pilot.” Her English was excellent. The Russian Flight Surgeon
looked at him in a scolding manner. “Don’t look surprised, you are all
as obvious as hell.” She thought for a moment. “Make sure you tell
Nafaniel, the Major.” She smiled, “All you guys think you are the best,
Nafaniel might teach you something.” She left the room without
looking back.
Lance felt stripped naked and totally transparent. He looked at
himself in the mirror. The Gee suit did fit, but a little uncomfortably.
The suit was laced tight, pinching a little in the back, but that didnʹt
really matter. In a few minutes he would forget that as the anticipation
and excitement continued to build in his gut. Like many others before
him, the Australian had been thoroughly briefed and had just
completed a physical at the Gromov Flight Research Institute prior to
taking a ride in the Mig‐35 (Микоян МиГ‐35), or Fulcrum F. Now he
would be driven out to the waiting aircraft ready for some real fun,
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unaware that at the very moment his brothers flat was being ventilated
by heavy calibre rounds and Mick was trying to be as small as possible
to avoid them. This was a development of the MiG‐29M/M2 and MiG‐
29K/KUB technology, classified as a 4.5 generation fighter aircraft.
The Russian pilot was standing patiently on the ramp by the
aircraft, and introduced himself as Major Nafaniel Logvinoch. The
Australian shook his hand enthusiastically.
ʺLance Hamilton,ʺ the Australian said, shaking his hand. ʺI
have read much about you.ʺ
The Russian smiled. ʺYou mean the promotional brochures.
They always make you sound better than you are. But,ʺ he added,
smiling and turning to the big airplane, ʺI do know how to fly
these….many hours you know.ʺ
Lance Hamilton didnʹt doubt.

Nafaniel Logvinoch was the

recipient of the countryʹs highest award, ʹHero of Russia,ʹ and was one
of their top test pilots.
ʺCall me Nathan,ʺ the Major said.
ʺLance, please call me Lance. Calling me mister makes me feel
like Iʹve been pulled over by the cops or done something wrong.ʺ
Lance smiled.
The Russian chuckled. ʺYes, very polite while they write you a
ticket.ʺ He chuckled again and briefly nodded as he began his pre‐
flight. Hamilton stood back and watched the manʹs intensity and
attention to detail as he walked around the big airframe. This was no
bored routine of running your hand down the leading edge and
kicking the tyres before lighting the fires.
The Russian pilot took a lot of time looking at the hydraulics,
actuators and stress marks on the metal skin, longer than normal. The
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man clearly knew and understood the mechanics of what he was
looking at; Hamilton expected nothing less from the test pilot he had
seen at air shows in Avalon conducting the famous cobra‐and‐tail slide
movements. The highly decorated Russian Air Force Major had booked
nearly 4000 hours on 45 different aircraft. This was really going to be
fun.
The MiG‐35D was thirty percent heavier than her predecessor
featuring large twin tails, menacing exhaust nozzles and sweeping
wings and tail plane that all screamed ʺfly me!ʺ This was the dual seat
version ‐ Uchebno‐Boevoi ‐ the combat trainer featuring Otklanyayemi
Vektor Tyagi or deflected thrust vector exhaust nozzles.
The Russian Major finally finished his long walk around tail
number 304 and motioned Hamilton to the ladder, the front ladder.
The Australian was surprised. Hamilton knew it was standard
procedure that all foreign pilots or ‘joy riders’ sit in the back, in the
trainee or WSO (Weapons Systems Officer) seat. The front cockpit
hosted controls and instruments only operated from the front seat. It
was down right dangerous if the front seater did not understand them.
He was still pondering that as Major Logvinoch helped him
strap in and began to explain the controls, flight and engine
instruments. They werenʹt a whole lot different than those in western
aircraft. The altimeter was in meters instead of feet, the air speed in
kilometers per hour and the main flight instruments were reversed. In
the front seat, the Major explained, Hamilton had the control of the
ejection handle.
ʺIf I say EJECT, EJECT, EJECT, this is not a subject for
discussion Lance. Iʹm out first, then you.ʺ Hamilton nodded his head,
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a lot of responsibility to give someone you know little about, he
thought.

The Russian pilot stepped across to the rear ladder and

climbed into the back seat where he began to start the left and then
right engines. After conducting instrument and flight control checks,
methodically using his kneeboard and prompter, the Russian Air Force
pilot received clearance from the tower, ran some power up on the two
big engines and taxied to the active runway.
Stopping on the threshold, momentarily standing on the brakes,
Major Logvinoch ran the throttles forward. The engines instantly
spooled up to 100 percent before he selected the after burners,
simultaneously releasing the brakes as they snapped on. The two
Klimov RD‐33MK ‘Morskaya Osa’ afterburning turbofans with more
than 20,000 pounds thrust each gunned the MiG down the tarmac.
They were airborne in less than six seconds and 1400 feet. The wheels
were barely sucked into the airframe before Logvinoch pulled a 6G
loop bottoming out over the runway at 150 feet. Staying low they
thundered out over the Moscow River at 500mph.
ʺYou have the plane,ʺ the Major said suddenly.
Hamilton instinctively grabbed the stick as the Major released
his own grip and sat back. Was he fucking nuts! They were tenths of a
second from being dead at this speed and height. Not only that but
large pylons loomed ahead and higher, long cables sagging between
them. Hamilton moved the stick slightly to see whether the Russian
Major was still guiding it. There was no resistance; there was no
guiding hand of experience from the back seat. In the reflection on the
plexiglass canopy he could just make out the Major leaning back in the
ejector seat, his hands behind his head, idly looking out of the cockpit.
And he began to whistle! Not very well either. The lines were closing
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rapidly and the Russian had still not tried to take the controls back. So
Hamilton pushed the stick forward. The Russianʹs whistling stopped.
At a little over one hundred feet, with less than thirty feet separating
them from the wires above, the big MiG thundered under the
powerlines before standing on its tail and going vertical.
Major Nafaniel Logvinoch, Hero of Russia, laughed.

ʺVery

good Lance, you almost made me crap myself, and thatʹs hard to do.ʺ
He paused and said, ʺYou used to fly your F‐111C the same way?ʺ
SOB, Hamilton laughed beneath his oxygen mask.

The

bastards would never have let him in the front seat unless they knew
who he was. Logvinoch knew damn well Hamilton would take the
bait. Right now though, heading straight up, Lance was just having too
much fun to wonder about what all that meant.
ʺSheʹs all yours Squadron Leader. See what you can do with
her.ʺ
Selecting afterburners and pulling a lot of gees, Hamilton
pushed the MiG up to 51,000 feet, both men grunting to keep from
blacking out, before levelling and going supersonic.
ʺWhat do you think? Would the F‐111 do that?ʺ
ʺDa, pre krasna…itʹs beautiful and the F‐111 would still be way
down below! Now how about showing me that cobra and tail slide
Nathan?

You allowed to do that?ʺ RAAF Squadron Leader Lance

Hamilton asked.
ʺWith pleasure,ʺ the Major replied. ʺIt is not often I fly with
foreign fighter aces.ʺ The aircraft snapped over onto its back into a
split‐S to lower altitude then a nearly 8G roll into an Immelman,
followed by the famous cobra. Normally of course, Logvinoch was just
feet from the ground. Pulling into the vertical the Major chopped the
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throttles. The air speed dropped to zero and then the MiG slid back to
earth tail first. Logvinoch spooled the engines backup, arrested the
backwards slide and, using the thrust vectoring to maintain attitude,
pushed the airplane straight back up the vertical.
ʺOk, your turn,ʺ Logvinoch said. ʺThe airplane is yours.ʺ
Hamilton

emulated

Logvinochʹs

split

and

Immelman

flawlessly. The aircraft was a dream to fly, big, powerful and highly
manoeuvrable. After the tail slide, which he thought was pure joy,
Hamilton picked up speed, horsed the stick back to bring the nose of
the MiG up into the vertical with enough power and momentum to
push the plane horizontally forwards while in a vertical attitude ‐ the
cobra maneuver.
Logvinoch, sitting in the back, now knew exactly how the
Australian came to be an ace. He was a natural instinctive flyer. He
checked their position and gave the Australian pilot the heading to
Zukovski air base for an ILSA instrument approach and low pass.
Over the airbase the Major once again took over the controls, punching
straight into a hard turn back to the runway followed by some
viciously fast aileron rolls, a quick reversal, snap roll to the inverted
before powering down the runway at less than twenty meters upside
down. To Squadron Leader Hamilton, it was all sheer bliss.
The Mig, while a marvel to pilot was far from the latest and
greatest the Russians were flying. The steathy T‐50 was operational in
good numbers, but Hamilton was sure he was never going to get a
chance to fly that. He would however get a chance to fly against it, but
neither Logvinoch nor Shotgun could ever have predicted that one.
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The two men became fast friends. ʺZdorovye zhelayu!ʺ Lance said,
remembering his little bit of Russian.
ʺDa!ʺ The Russian grinned broadly tossing the Vodka back. The
Australian followed suit.
ʺDamn.ʺ Hamilton winced. ʺThis would melt the turbines off an
F‐111.ʺ
The Russian laughed. ʺSo you are retired?ʺ Logvinoch asked.
ʺDon’t know yet, I’ve taken a year out to get some perspective.ʺ
ʺHmmm..good idea. We cannot do that. You were the one with
the bird strike in the F‐111?ʺ
Hamilton looked up and nodded quietly. The Russian pilot for
a fleet moment saw the pain that still lingered behind the other manʹs
eyes.
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